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Introduction
LEGO® Education is pleased to bring you the “Junior FIRST® LEGO® League Guide
to Building and More” (Jr.FLL® Guide). We recommend coaches should read through
this guide before opening the Junior FIRST® LEGO League Kit (Jr.FLL Kit).

Junior FIRST® LEGO® League

Guide to Building and More

Overview of the “Guide to Building and More”
The guide is designed for both coaches and team members planning to enter the
Junior FIRST® LEGO League (Jr.FLL). It provides general tips for building mechanisms
and mechanized models using LEGO® elements, and shows how these are applied
in building two exciting models. Note that the guide is not intentionally linked to any
particular Jr.FLL challenge. It is divided into the following sections:
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Introduction
The introduction gives an overview of the Jr.FLL Guide and explains how to use it in
connection with the Jr.FLL Kit.
Junior FIRST® LEGO® League Kit
This section provides an overview of the kit and an introduction to LEGO elements in
general. It covers all that you need to know about the practicalities of organizing the
LEGO elements in this kit. It guides you through their functions and uses, giving more
detailed information on individual elements and making it easy to identify them for
the efficient management of the kit. It also includes other helpful management tips.
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Junior FIRST® LEGO League Guide to
Building and More

LEGO® Power Functions M-Motor

LEGO® Power Functions Battery Box

LEGO® Base plate

LEGO® Brick Set

LEGO® Simple Machines Set
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Two Everyday Simple Machines
This section introduces the LEGO gears and pulleys and provides information about
where simple machines such as gears and pulleys are used. It is followed by a brief
outline of how machines and mechanisms make our everyday lives easier, and then
it is suggested that you can explore the concepts of simple machines further with
principle models linked to gears, pulleys, levers, wheels and axles.

Two Everyday Simple Machines
We recommend team members are shown a number of the elements from the
LEGO set illustrated below to stimulate their interest. Allow time for team members
to handle them, and see if they can name any of the objects before introducing the
vocabulary on the next two pages.

Gears

Did you know?
A crown gear has special curved teeth
which enables it to mesh at right angles
with a spur gear.

Gears are found in many machines where there is a need to control the speed of
rotary movement and turning force. Examples include cars, bicycles, old-fashioned
egg beaters, can openers, and grandfather clocks.

Pulley wheels and belt
Did you know?
A pulley wheel has a grooved rim for a
belt or rope.

Pulleys are found in many machines, such as fan belts, elevators, steam shovels,
flagpoles, cranes, old-fashioned wells, blocks and tackle, winches, and Venetian
blinds.
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Crazy Floors Model and Crane Model
Both of these sections start with a Connect story placing the two minifigures in
real-life surroundings, linking them to an object/item from the real world that most
team members will recognize. This real-world object will closely resemble the LEGO
models that team members can build. An overview of the elements used for building
the models is provided, together with building instructions and building tips for both
models.

Crazy Floors Model
Connect story for Crazy Floors model

Tip
The language below the connecting
picture is more child-oriented, as it is
intended to be read aloud.

Crane Model
Connect story for the Crane model

Tip
The language below the connecting
picture is more child-oriented, as is
intended to be read aloud.

The fair has come to town and there is a fun attraction where you have to have
good balance. The floors are crazy! They move at different speeds of rotation and in
different directions. It is fun turning and trying not to get dizzy or fall down.
Before building discuss the following questions:
• Which LEGO elements are good for rotational movement?
• How do these elements work together?
• Can you think of other elements that work in the same way?

Element overview

Element overview for Crazy Floors model

Now let’s build Crazy Floors!

9689
8x
Plate 1x2, white
2x
Minifigure, legs, red

4x
Plate, 2x2, green

1x
Minifigure, wig,
dark brown

4x
Brick, 2x2 round,
yellow

1x
Minifigure, cap,
orange

2x
Tile, 1x2, yellow

2x
Axle with stop,
4-module, dark gray

1x
Axle, 3-module,
gray

4x
Plate, 1x4, white
4x
Plate, 2x4, green
2x
Plate, 1x6, white

4x
Studded beam,
1x4, red
2x
Connector peg with
friction, 3-module, blue

4x
Plate 1x8, white

2x
Plate with holes, 2x4,
white

6x
Plate with holes, 2x6,
white

1x
Minifigure, body,
orange

1x
Minifigure, body,
white

2x
Minifigure, head,
yellow

8881

3x
Gear, 8-tooth, dark gray
1x
Connector peg,
handle, gray

7x
Bushing, ½-module,
yellow

1x
Tube, 2-module,
yellow

3x
Studded beam,
1x6, red

4x
Studded beam, 1x16,
red

9384

2x
Belt, 33 mm,
yellow

1x
Gear, 24-tooth, dark
gray

3x
Hub, 24x4, gray
2x
Axle, 8-module, black

1x
Axle, 10-module, black

2x
Gear, 24-tooth
crown, gray

8883

1x
Plate, 2x3, green

2x
Plate, 2x4, green

1x
Battery Box

1x
Motor, gray

17

It is more practical to sort out the
elements that will be needed before
starting work on the models. When
finding them, try to call them by their
correct names.

When the fair is packing up to leave town, all the large attractions have to be
disassembled. It is fun to see how the large crane lifts some of the heavy attractions
with such ease.
Before building discuss the following questions:
• Which LEGO elements are good for rotational movement?
• How do these elements work together?
• Can you think of other elements that work in the same way?
Now let’s build the Crane!

Element overview
16

Element overview for the Crane
model
8881

1x
Battery Box

8883

1x
Motor, gray

4x
Studded beam,
1x2, red

4x
Studded beam,
1x4, red

4x
Studded beam,
1x6, red

9689
1x
Axle with groove,
2-module, red

2x
Brick, 2x4, red

3x
Plate, 2x4, green

6x
Plate 1x2, white

3x
Brick with cross hole,
1x2, yellow

4x
Plate 1x4, white

4x
Bushing, ½-module,
yellow

4x
Plate 1x8, white

1x
Belt, 33 mm, yellow

4x
Studded beam,
1x8, red

1x
Bushing, grey

3x
Hub, 24x4, gray

1x
Axle, 5-module, gray

14x
Connector peg with
friction, black

1x
Axle, 6-module, black

1x
Axle, 8-module, black

2x
Connector peg with
friction, 3-module, blue
2x
Plate with holes, 2x6,
white

1X
String, 40-module with
knobs, black

4x
Studded beam,
1x16, red

45

It is more practical to sort out the
elements that will be needed before
starting work on the models. When
finding them, try to call them by their
correct names.

44
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Introduction

Who is it for and what is it for?
This guide contains suggestions and ideas that will enable both coaches and team
members to make effective use of the Jr.FLL Kit. Jr.FLL is a hands-on program
designed to capture young children’s inherent curiosity and direct it toward
discovering the possibilities of improving the world around them.
Like the Jr.FLL itself, this LEGO material aims to encourage an interest in science
and engineering in children aged six to nine years. It explains how to organize the
kit, provides tips for building with the LEGO elements, and gives an overview of two
everyday simple machines, namely gears and pulleys. The text is directed towards
adult readers; it is the intention that adult coaches will be able to use the ideas and
information to guide and support team members in using the LEGO elements and
learning about simple machines, creating a rewarding experience for all.
Building two LEGO models, Crazy Floors and the Crane, enables team members to
work as young scientists and engineers, helping them to investigate and understand
the operation of motorized mechanisms. The models can only be built one at a time
with the elements included in the kit. It is recommended that team members work
in twos or threes, helping one another to find elements and to follow the building
instructions. The descriptions of the building process for the LEGO models support
team members with building tips. Team members at the younger end of the age
range will need to be supported and encouraged by an adult, to become fully
engaged in the learning process. The building process helps to create an enjoyable
and challenging environment in which team members can develop skills such as
creative problem-solving, communication of ideas, and teamwork. After working
through this guide, team members can apply what they have learned to this season’s
challenge!

Junior FIRST® LEGO® League

Guide to Building and More
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Crazy Floors Model

Crane Model

Though coaches may naturally wish to speed up the progress of their teams and
enhance their learning, it is important to remember that one of the key core values
of every Jr.FLL team is “We do the work. Our coaches and mentors help us learn,
but we find the answers ourselves.” It is therefore essential that team members feel
fully involved in the process. This is important right from the start and throughout the
process, from unpacking and sorting the LEGO elements to building and redesigning
models, and coaches are strongly encouraged to let the teams find their own way
through the process. The final result will be better learning and greater capacity to
meet the Jr.FLL challenge.
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LEGO® Power Functions M-Motor

LEGO® Brick Set

LEGO® Power Functions Battery Box

LEGO® Base plate

LEGO® Simple Machines Set
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Junior FIRST® LEGO® League Kit

Overview of Junior FIRST® LEGO® League Kit:
When unpacking the Jr.FLL Kit, coaches should ensure that team members take time
to sort the LEGO® elements and become familiar with the various items in the kit.
The official LEGO element names are written in bold print, and the numbers in
brackets are the LEGO element item numbers.
LEGO® Power Functions M-Motor (8883) Build an M-Motor into your LEGO creations
to power movement. The M-Motor requires the Battery Box to power and control it.

LEGO® Power Functions Battery Box (8881) Supplies and controls the power to a
Power Functions Motor. The Battery Box requires 6 AA (1.5V) batteries (not included).

Brick Set (9384) This set includes bricks in many lively colors and a variety of shapes
and sizes.

LEGO® base plate, 48x48 studs (628) The base plate measures 15” x 15” (38cm x
38cm) and functions as the starting point for building many models. It is needed for
displaying, transporting, exploring and playing with LEGO creations.

Simple Machines Set (9689) This set enables team members to explore the following
simple machines: gears, pulleys, levers, wheels and axles. The set also includes an
orange brick separator and a sorting tray.

Brick separator

Sorting tray
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Junior FIRST® LEGO® League Kit

Identifying and using the LEGO® elements
Around the center of the orange cross-axle hole on the motor are four holes for
connector pegs (see Tip). Connector pegs can be used to help support and stabilize
the motorized model. The cable from the motor to the Battery Box can only be
connected in one way, and must be snapped on firmly in order for the motor to work
properly.

Tip
Here is an example of a connector peg.

M-Motor

Battery Box

To turn on your Power Functions Battery Box, move the orange slider switch to
the right or the left, according to the desired direction of rotation. You can use the
orange directional control switch to change the direction of rotation of a connected
motor. When the orange slider switch is in the middle position, the Battery Box is
switched off and your motor will stop. The Battery Box requires 6 AA (1.5V) batteries.

Tip
We recommend removing the batteries
from the Battery Box when it is not in
use.
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Junior FIRST® LEGO® League Kit

The Brick Set consists of LEGO bricks and plates. These come in a variety of colors,
shapes and sizes and can be combined in many different ways.

Green plate

Red brick

LEGO elements can be categorized into system and technic elements. The Simple
Machines Set consists of both technic and system elements. Technic elements differ
from the system bricks by typically having holes in the beams, bricks and plates (see
below). These holes can be used as bearings for axles and for attaching items with
connector pegs.

Red studded beam

Tip
Bricks can be sorted by color.

Yellow round brick

Tip
Use the element survey on the tray
tops to see the many different LEGO
elements in the sets.

White plate with holes

The range of different LEGO connector pegs (with and without a cross axle)
contained in the Simple Machines Set is shown below. These connector pegs can be
used with the plates and beams with holes, for example when building sideways.

Black connecter peg
with friction

Beige connecter peg
with cross axle

Grey connecter peg

The brick separator, as its name suggests, comes in handy for separating small
pieces; it makes it easy to remove a few bricks or to pull small plates apart. Press the
front part (with two studs) onto the element that you wish to remove and gently rock
the brick separator like a lever to pop off the element.

Tip
The Simple Machines Set provides more
information on how the brick separator
can be used.

Brick Separator
6002506

LEGOeducation.com
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The range of different LEGO gears in the Simple Machines Set is shown here.

Tip
See “Overview: Gears” page 11.

Two Everyday Simple Machines
We recommend team members are shown a number of the elements from the
LEGO set illustrated below to stimulate their interest. Allow time for team members
to handle them, and see if they can name any of the objects before introducing the
vocabulary on the next two pages.

Gears

Did you know?
A crown gear has special curved teeth
which enables it to mesh at right angles
with a spur gear.

Gears are found in many machines where there is a need to control the speed of
rotary movement and turning force. Examples include cars, bicycles, old-fashioned
egg beaters, can openers, and grandfather clocks.

Pulley wheels and belt
Did you know?
A pulley wheel has a grooved rim for a
belt or rope.

Pulleys are found in many machines, such as fan belts, elevators, steam shovels,
flagpoles, cranes, old-fashioned wells, blocks and tackle, winches, and Venetian
blinds.
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8-tooth spur gear

24-tooth spur gear

24-tooth crown gear

40-tooth spur gear

Crown gear,
lying down

Axles come in many different lengths. The graph below shows how to determine
the axle length by comparing it against the number of studs on a 1x16 studded gray
beam.

2
3

Tip
Apart from the short red axle, all gray
axles have an odd number and all black
axles have an even number.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
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Junior FIRST® LEGO® League Kit

Management tips
There are two minifigures included in the Simple Machines Set. Let team members
suggest names for the minifigures to increase their sense of responsibility for all the
items in the Jr. FLL Kit.
We recommend sorting out the LEGO elements on a flat, smooth surface, and
preferably into some kind of sorting tray. A wide, shallow bin or tray is better than a
deep square box for quickly finding the correct elements. Elements can be sorted by
color or by size, or simply into bricks, plates, axles, connectors, gears, etc.
The “Element overview” is helpful for finding and sorting out the elements that will
be needed before starting work on the models. We recommend reading through
the element overview to become familiar with the names of the elements used.
The element overview can be printed and used as a checklist when taking out and
putting away elements.

Element overview

Element overview for Crazy Floors model

9689

In building with moving elements, friction can be avoided by not pressing elements
together too hard. Friction between moving and stationary parts makes movement
difficult; in a mechanism, friction wastes a lot of energy, reducing the efficiency of a
machine.

8x
Plate 1x2, white
2x
Minifigure, legs, red

4x
Plate, 2x2, green

1x
Minifigure, wig,
dark brown

4x
Brick, 2x2 round,
yellow

4x
Plate, 2x4, green

1x
Minifigure, cap,
orange

2x
Tile, 1x2, yellow

2x
Connector peg with
friction, 3-module, blue

1x
Minifigure, body,
orange

2x
Axle with stop,
4-module, dark gray

1x
Axle, 3-module,
gray

4x
Plate, 1x4, white

2x
Plate, 1x6, white

4x
Studded beam,
1x4, red

4x
Plate 1x8, white

2x
Plate with holes, 2x4,
white

6x
Plate with holes, 2x6,
white

1x
Connector peg,
handle, gray
7x
Bushing, ½-module,
yellow

1x
Tube, 2-module,
yellow

3x
Studded beam,
1x6, red
1x
Minifigure, body,
white

4x
Studded beam, 1x16,
red

9384

2x
Minifigure, head,
yellow

8881

3x
Gear, 8-tooth, dark gray

2x
Belt, 33 mm,
yellow

1x
Gear, 24-tooth, dark
gray

3x
Hub, 24x4, gray
2x
Axle, 8-module, black

1x
Axle, 10-module, black

2x
Gear, 24-tooth
crown, gray

8883

1x
Plate, 2x3, green

2x
Plate, 2x4, green

1x
Battery Box

1x
Motor, gray

17

Tip
Be careful not to press the LEGO
elements together too hard when
building moving mechanisms.

Please remember to …
- store the Power Functions elements at room temperature in a clean, dry
environment
- remove batteries from the Battery Box if it is not to be used for a long time
Please also remember …
- not to use excessive force when operating the Battery Box and M-Motor or when
connecting other elements to either
- not to mishandle or drop the Power Function elements or submerge them in water
- not to exceed the maximum 9V supply voltage for the Battery Box
- not to overload the M-Motor

10

Two Everyday Simple Machines
We recommend team members are shown a number of the elements from the
LEGO set illustrated below to stimulate their interest. Allow time for team members
to handle them, and see if they can name any of the objects before introducing the
vocabulary on the next two pages.

Gears

Did you know?
A crown gear has special curved teeth
which enables it to mesh at right angles
with a spur gear.

Gears are found in many machines where there is a need to control the speed of
rotary movement and turning force. Examples include cars, bicycles, old-fashioned
egg beaters, can openers, and grandfather clocks.

Pulley wheels and belt
Did you know?
A pulley wheel has a grooved rim for a
belt or rope.

Pulleys are found in many machines, such as fan belts, elevators, steam shovels,
flagpoles, cranes, old-fashioned wells, blocks and tackle, winches, and Venetian
blinds.
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Two Everyday Simple Machines

Overview: Gears

A

9689
1

4

6

A1

A2

2

A3

5

A4

7

A5
3

A6

A7

Driven gear

Drive gear

6002501

LEGOeducation.com

Did you know?
A gear is a toothed wheel.

The gear that is connected to the source of power is called the drive gear, and the
gear that receives power from the drive gear is called the driven gear (or follower
gear). When one gear is engaged with another gear they are said to mesh. When a
set of gears work together they transmit movement and force.
Gear

A way to classify gears is by the number of teeth they have, e.g.
an 8-tooth gear or a 40-tooth gear. Gears can be used to transfer
force, to increase or reduce speed of rotation, and to change the
direction of rotation. The teeth of gears mesh together to transmit
movement.

Crown gear

A crown gear is a specialized gear wheel with teeth protruding to
one side (looking like a crown). Because of its special teeth, a crown
gear can mesh with an ordinary gear at a 90-degree angle.

Gearing down

An arrangement in which a small drive gear turns a larger driven
gear, resulting in a slowing down of the rotation. Gearing down
produces a more powerful turning force.

Gearing up

An arrangement in which a large drive gear turns a small driven
gear, resulting in a speeding up of the turning. Gearing up reduces
the turning force.
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Two Everyday Simple Machines

Overview: Pulleys

D

9689
1

4

6

D1

D2

2

5

D3

7

D4

D5

Driven wheel

Drive wheel

3

D6

D7
6002504

LEGOeducation.com

Did you know?
Pulleys and ropes make it easier to lift
heavy objects.

The pulley that is connected to the source of power is called the drive wheel and the
pulley that receives power from the drive wheel is called the driven wheel (or follower
wheel). Pulley systems consist of two or more pulley wheels and a belt. The belt
connecting pulleys can slip, meaning that the effort is not being used efficiently. This
can happen either when the pulley belt is too loose.

Pulley

A pulley is a simple machine which usually consists of a grooved
wheel round which a rope, belt, cable or chain is placed. A pulley
is used to transfer force, alter speed of rotation, or to turn another
pulley wheel. The diagram on the right shows how the pulley wheels
will turn in the same direction.

Belt

A continuous band stretched around two pulley wheels so that one
can turn the other. It is usually designed to slip if the driven wheel
suddenly stops turning. The diagram on the right shows how the
pulley wheels will turn in opposite directions, because the pulley
belt is twisted.

Gearing down

An arrangement in which a small drive wheel turns a larger driven
wheel, resulting in a slowing down of the rotation. Gearing down
produces a more powerful turning force.

Gearing up

An arrangement in which a large drive wheel turns a small driven
wheel, resulting in a speeding up of the turning. Gearing up reduces
the turning force.

Slip / slippage

A belt or rope slipping, usually on a pulley wheel as a safety feature.
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Two Everyday Simple Machines

Machines and mechanisms
Machines and mechanisms are devices that make work either easier or faster to do
by changing the size or the direction of effort (force) needed, or by changing the
distance through which the effort must move.
A machine usually contains mechanisms. A mechanism is an arrangement of
components that controls or transmits motion and power. For example, a pulley
arrangement or two gears meshing are mechanisms.
Machines can be either operated manually or power driven.

Tip
Crazy Floors can be built as either a
manually driven or motorized machine.

If you wish to learn more about simple machines, please go to www.LEGOeducation.
com where you can purchase the 2009689 Activity Pack for the 9689 Simple
Machines Set. The Activity Pack is designed for elementary school teachers who
wish to introduce their students to gears, pulleys, levers, wheels and axles. The
material can however also be used for Jr.FLL teams and home schooling.

2009689
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Two Everyday Simple Machines

Alternatively you can, with the help of the building instructions from the Simple
Machines Set, use principle models to introduce the simple machine area in focus
through hands-on experience before team members move on to construct more
complicated models.

9689

The principle models from the building instructions in the Simple Machines set are
illustrated below.

Gears
A

9689
1

4

6

A1

A2

2

A3

5

A4

7

A5
3

A6

A7
LEGOeducation.com

6002501

Pulleys
D

9689
1

4

6

D1

D2

2

5

D3

7

D4

D5
3

D6

D7
LEGOeducation.com

6002504

Levers
C

9689
1

3

C1

C2

C3

C4
2

4

LEGOeducation.com

6002502

Wheels and Axles
B

9689
1

4

B1

B2

2

5

3

6

B3

B4

B5

B6

6002503

LEGOeducation.com
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Crazy Floors Model
Connect story for Crazy Floors model

Tip
The language below the connecting
picture is more child-oriented, as it is
intended to be read aloud.

The fair has come to town and there is a fun attraction where you have to have
good balance. The floors are crazy! They move at different speeds of rotation and in
different directions. It is fun turning and trying not to get dizzy or fall down.
Before building discuss the following questions:
• Which LEGO elements are good for rotational movement?
• How do these elements work together?
• Can you think of other elements that work in the same way?

Element overview

Element overview for Crazy Floors model

Now let’s build Crazy Floors!

9689
8x
Plate 1x2, white
2x
Minifigure, legs, red

4x
Plate, 2x2, green

1x
Minifigure, wig,
dark brown

4x
Brick, 2x2 round,
yellow

1x
Minifigure, cap,
orange

2x
Tile, 1x2, yellow

2x
Axle with stop,
4-module, dark gray

1x
Axle, 3-module,
gray

4x
Plate, 1x4, white
4x
Plate, 2x4, green
2x
Plate, 1x6, white

4x
Studded beam,
1x4, red
2x
Connector peg with
friction, 3-module, blue

4x
Plate 1x8, white

2x
Plate with holes, 2x4,
white

6x
Plate with holes, 2x6,
white

1x
Minifigure, body,
orange

1x
Tube, 2-module,
yellow

3x
Studded beam,
1x6, red
1x
Minifigure, body,
white

4x
Studded beam, 1x16,
red

9384

2x
Minifigure, head,
yellow

8881

3x
Gear, 8-tooth, dark gray
1x
Connector peg,
handle, gray

7x
Bushing, ½-module,
yellow

2x
Belt, 33 mm,
yellow

1x
Gear, 24-tooth, dark
gray

3x
Hub, 24x4, gray
2x
Axle, 8-module, black

1x
Axle, 10-module, black

2x
Gear, 24-tooth
crown, gray

8883

1x
Plate, 2x3, green

2x
Plate, 2x4, green

1x
Battery Box

1x
Motor, gray

17

It is more practical to sort out the
elements that will be needed before
starting work on the models. When
finding them, try to call them by their
correct names.
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Element overview for Crazy Floors model

9689
8x
Plate 1x2, white
2x
Minifigure, legs, red

4x
Plate, 2x2, green

1x
Minifigure, wig,
dark brown

4x
Brick, 2x2 round,
yellow

1x
Minifigure, cap,
orange

2x
Tile, 1x2, yellow

2x
Axle with stop,
4-module, dark gray

1x
Axle, 3-module,
gray

4x
Plate, 1x4, white
4x
Plate, 2x4, green
2x
Plate, 1x6, white

4x
Studded beam,
1x4, red
2x
Connector peg with
friction, 3-module, blue

4x
Plate 1x8, white

2x
Plate with holes, 2x4,
white

6x
Plate with holes, 2x6,
white

1x
Minifigure, body,
orange

1x
Connector peg,
handle, gray
7x
Bushing, ½-module,
yellow

1x
Tube, 2-module,
yellow

3x
Studded beam,
1x6, red
1x
Minifigure, body,
white

4x
Studded beam, 1x16,
red

9384

2x
Minifigure, head,
yellow

8881

3x
Gear, 8-tooth, dark gray

2x
Belt, 33 mm,
yellow

1x
Gear, 24-tooth, dark
gray

3x
Hub, 24x4, gray
2x
Axle, 8-module, black

1x
Axle, 10-module, black

2x
Gear, 24-tooth
crown, gray

8883

1x
Plate, 2x3, green

2x
Plate, 2x4, green

1x
Battery Box

1x
Motor, gray
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

Building Instructions and more for
Crazy Floors model

Did you know that the following techniques are associated with pulleys?
• Decreasing speed of rotation
• Increasing speed of rotation
• Direction of rotation
• Changing direction of rotation
Did you know the following vocabulary is associated with pulleys?
• Drive wheel
• Driven wheel
• Slip
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Overview: Pulleys
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Did you know?
Pulleys and ropes make it easier to lift
heavy objects.

The pulley that is connected to the source of power is called the drive wheel and the
pulley that receives power from the drive wheel is called the driven wheel (or follower
wheel). Pulley systems consist of two or more pulley wheels and a belt. The belt
connecting pulleys can slip, meaning that the effort is not being used efficiently. This
can happen either when the pulley belt is too loose.

Pulley

A pulley is a simple machine which usually consists of a grooved
wheel round which a rope, belt, cable or chain is placed. A pulley
is used to transfer force, alter speed of rotation, or to turn another
pulley wheel. The diagram on the right shows how the pulley wheels
will turn in the same direction.

Belt

A continuous band stretched around two pulley wheels so that one
can turn the other. It is usually designed to slip if the driven wheel
suddenly stops turning. The diagram on the right shows how the
pulley wheels will turn in opposite directions, because the pulley
belt is twisted.

Gearing down

An arrangement in which a small drive wheel turns a larger driven
wheel, resulting in a slowing down of the rotation. Gearing down
produces a more powerful turning force.

Gearing up

An arrangement in which a large drive wheel turns a small driven
wheel, resulting in a speeding up of the turning. Gearing up reduces
the turning force.

Slip / slippage

A belt or rope slipping, usually on a pulley wheel as a safety feature.
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1x

Crazy Floors Model

2x

1

1x
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Building Instructions

4x

Crazy Floors Model

4x

3
1

2

3
2x

Stability is important when building. The green plates are placed at the bottom to
stabilize the model and to support the red beams.
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

2x

4

4x

5
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

4x

6

4x

7

Did you know?
Three plates have the same height as a brick.
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

1x

8

2x

2x

9
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

1:1
2x

10

Did you know?
To find the correct axle, check the length against the element overview for the model
and the building instructions, where the measurements are shown 1:1.
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

2x

11

1:1

When designing models with crown gears, careful spacing is important. Note that it is
very important to mount the gears carefully, so that they mesh well with each other.
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Crazy Floors Model

1x

12

2x

2x
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

1:1
1x

1x

1x

14

The dark gray, 4-module axle with stop always remains in place; the stop prevents it
from being pulled through the hole.
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

1:1
1x

1x

1x

15

To avoid friction between moving parts, do not press the LEGO elements together
too hard.
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

2x

16

17
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

2x

18

Bearings are important when building with gears. Gears should preferably be
supported by two bearings. Each 8-module black axle has three plates supporting it
as bearings.
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Building Instructions

2x

2x

Crazy Floors Model

2x

19

Careful spacing of elements on axles is important when building. The positioning of
the ½-module yellow bushings is important here to enable the plates in Crazy Floors
to turn. See step 23.
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

1:1
1x

1x

1x

20
1

2

The 24-tooth dark gray spur gear is built into the model now, but will only be used
when the model is motorized, as shown later on.
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2x

Crazy Floors Model

1x

21

1x

1x
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4x
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2x

23
1

2

3
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Crazy Floors Model
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

2x

25

Did you know?
The drive wheel is the pulley turned by an outside effort, in this case your hand
cranking the yellow handle.
Now count the number of pulley wheels in the model which can be connected to
pulley belts. Remember to count both the large gray pulley wheels and the small
yellow pulley wheels. How many are there?

36

Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

While cranking the yellow handle, try gently gripping one of the “floors” (the white
plates) to stop it from turning, and you will feel the pulley belt slip.
Notice how the angled gearing below the Crazy Floors enables the rotary motion to
be transmitted through a 90-degree angle by using the crown gear.
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

26

By gently removing the handle and following the building instructions, we will begin
motorizing the Crazy Floors model as shown in the small top picture.
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1x
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1x
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40
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Crazy Floors Model

1:1

1x

33

1x

34
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Building Instructions

Crazy Floors Model

35

The smaller 8-tooth spur gear is attached to the motor and works as the drive gear.
Thus, this is a gearing down arrangement with a ratio of 3:1, meaning that the 8-tooth
gear must turn three times for the 24-tooth gear to make a full turn.
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Crazy Floors Model

1x

36

Did you know?
You can use the orange directional control switch on the Battery Box to change the
direction of rotation of the motor.
Now try using different pulley arrangements, and see how Crazy Floors is affected.
Different pulley arrangements produce different speeds of rotation for the floors.
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Crane Model
Connect story for the Crane model

Tip
The language below the connecting
picture is more child-oriented, as is
intended to be read aloud.

When the fair is packing up to leave town, all the large attractions have to be
disassembled. It is fun to see how the large crane lifts some of the heavy attractions
with such ease.
Before building discuss the following questions:
• Which LEGO elements are good for rotational movement?
• How do these elements work together?
• Can you think of other elements that work in the same way?
Now let’s build the Crane!

Element overview

Element overview for the Crane
model
8881

1x
Battery Box

8883

1x
Motor, gray

4x
Studded beam,
1x2, red

4x
Studded beam,
1x4, red

4x
Studded beam,
1x6, red

9689
1x
Axle with groove,
2-module, red

2x
Brick, 2x4, red

3x
Plate, 2x4, green

6x
Plate 1x2, white

3x
Brick with cross hole,
1x2, yellow

4x
Plate 1x4, white

4x
Bushing, ½-module,
yellow

4x
Plate 1x8, white

1x
Belt, 33 mm, yellow

4x
Studded beam,
1x8, red

1x
Bushing, grey

3x
Hub, 24x4, gray

1x
Axle, 5-module, gray

14x
Connector peg with
friction, black

1x
Axle, 6-module, black

1x
Axle, 8-module, black

2x
Connector peg with
friction, 3-module, blue
2x
Plate with holes, 2x6,
white

1X
String, 40-module with
knobs, black

4x
Studded beam,
1x16, red

45

It is more practical to sort out the
elements that will be needed before
starting work on the models. When
finding them, try to call them by their
correct names.
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Element overview for the Crane
model
8881

1x
Battery Box

8883

1x
Motor, gray

4x
Studded beam,
1x2, red

4x
Studded beam,
1x4, red

4x
Studded beam,
1x6, red

9689
1x
Axle with groove,
2-module, red

2x
Brick, 2x4, red

3x
Plate, 2x4, green

6x
Plate 1x2, white

3x
Brick with cross hole,
1x2, yellow

4x
Plate 1x4, white

4x
Bushing, ½-module,
yellow

4x
Plate 1x8, white

1x
Belt, 33 mm, yellow

4x
Studded beam,
1x8, red

1x
Bushing, grey

3x
Hub, 24x4, gray

1x
Axle, 5-module, gray

14x
Connector peg with
friction, black

1x
Axle, 6-module, black

1x
Axle, 8-module, black

2x
Connector peg with
friction, 3-module, blue
2x
Plate with holes, 2x6,
white

1X
String, 40-module with
knobs, black

4x
Studded beam,
1x16, red
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Building Instructions

Crane Model

Building Instructions and more for the
Crane model

Did you know that the following techniques are associated with pulleys?
• Decreasing speed of rotation
• Increasing speed of rotation
• Direction of rotation
• Changing direction of rotation
Did you know the following vocabulary is associated with pulleys?
• Drive wheel
• Driven wheel
• Slip
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Did you know?
Pulleys and ropes make it easier to lift
heavy objects.

The pulley that is connected to the source of power is called the drive wheel and the
pulley that receives power from the drive wheel is called the driven wheel (or follower
wheel). Pulley systems consist of two or more pulley wheels and a belt. The belt
connecting pulleys can slip, meaning that the effort is not being used efficiently. This
can happen either when the pulley belt is too loose.

Pulley

A pulley is a simple machine which usually consists of a grooved
wheel round which a rope, belt, cable or chain is placed. A pulley
is used to transfer force, alter speed of rotation, or to turn another
pulley wheel. The diagram on the right shows how the pulley wheels
will turn in the same direction.

Belt

A continuous band stretched around two pulley wheels so that one
can turn the other. It is usually designed to slip if the driven wheel
suddenly stops turning. The diagram on the right shows how the
pulley wheels will turn in opposite directions, because the pulley
belt is twisted.

Gearing down

An arrangement in which a small drive wheel turns a larger driven
wheel, resulting in a slowing down of the rotation. Gearing down
produces a more powerful turning force.

Gearing up

An arrangement in which a large drive wheel turns a small driven
wheel, resulting in a speeding up of the turning. Gearing up reduces
the turning force.

Slip / slippage

A belt or rope slipping, usually on a pulley wheel as a safety feature.
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Building Instructions

Crane Model

1x

1

4x

2

Stability is important when building. The tightly-gripping black connector pegs are
pushed in through the red studded beam to support and stabilize the model when
building sideways.
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Crane Model

1x
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1x
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Crane Model
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Crane Model
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1x
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1x
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2x
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Building Instructions

Crane Model

15

Did you know?
The distance between three holes on a studded beam standing vertically matches
the distance between two horizontal beams with two plates between them.
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Crane Model

2x
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Building Instructions

Crane Model

1:1
1x

17

Did you know?
To find the correct axle, check the length against the element overview for the model
and the building instructions, where the measurements are shown 1:1.
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Crane Model

1x

22

1x

23

The two white plates lock the red studded beams together and give more support.
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Building Instructions

Crane Model

24

Notice how the distance between three holes in a horizontal beam matches the
distance of a vertical connection made up of a beam, two plates and a beam.
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Crane Model

29

Stability is important when building. Notice how the top working arm of the crane,
also called the jib, does not need to be centered on the tower, due to the positioning
of the counterweight, and the large supporting base plate.
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1:1
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1:1
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Crane Model
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To avoid friction between moving parts, do not press the LEGO elements together
too hard.
The ½-module yellow bushing is important for keeping the axle in place.
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Although it is normally good to lock axles on both sides to keep them in place, we
chose not to do so here in the case of the 8-module black axle. It is locked by the
yellow studded beam with the cross-hole, and the pulley wheel that the string runs
over can turn more freely if there is no bushing.
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1
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Before we build further and attach the motor, check that the model is working
properly by adding the handle used in Crazy Floors to the 8-module black axle and
manually turning the crank to lift and lower the load.
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Crane Model
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The small yellow pulley wheel is attached to the motor and works as the drive wheel.
A continuous band stretches around a larger pulley wheel. Thus, this is a gearing
down arrangement.
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Crane Model

1x
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Did you know?
You can use the orange directional control switch on the Battery Box to change the
direction of rotation of the motor.
Assess how easily the Crane can move the load and how well it stays stable.
What makes the load easy or difficult to move?
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Notes
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